
 EXTRA INFORMATION :     

Ladys and Gentleman , 
 
Here are some things worth knowing below, some highlights of an extraordinary revolution - my 
patented High safety technology. 
 
Please hear about me and my future business intentions below, - attached as follows: 
 
1. My registered company SicherheitsTechnik EXTREM is the owner of an unbreakable locking 
system "With which we will make the world 20% safer against THEFT, BURGLARY, VANDALISM and 
TERROR. 
 
2. German Wings flight would NOT have crashed with our system on the cockpit door! 
 
(This raises the question in general ; wouldn't rich people want to arrive at the airport with their 
extended families and their companies in good health? ? In the future, will people prefer to fly 
with aircraft that are equipped with the best possible SAFETY?   

 Only WE can do THAT !! 
 
3. We have thousands of uses, from bike saddles to nuclear power plants. 
 
4. With our unbreakable SAFE CYLINDER next to front doors, ambulances and security services can 
also get into apartments in the shortest possible time, where e.g.  the mailbox is full and the 
diabethes pensioner is in insulin shock breathing his last.  heist ;  Our system is guaranteed to save 
lives! 
 
We also suggest - this SAFE CYLINDER e.g.  put in safe deposit boxes at banks.  WE EXTREMELY 
secure the values for the customer - (and also prevent unpleasant insights from authorities), - and 
whoever, the bank building secures the locker. 
 
CONCLUSION ;  double theft protection !! 
 
5. Our revolutionary locking system would also have prevented the recently century art theft of 
jewels in the Dresden Museum in the "GREEN VAULT"! 
 
6. Our High security products will outlive mankind. 
 
7. We aim to bring the best branch security company to the world with our own patented 
products. 

8. We still have 17 years of patents in major countries. 
 
9. I am a loner without a family, so I have to let my inheritance/legacy live on in a foundation.  The 
company will always be run by trustworthy partners who helped build the company, just like in 
other corporations. 
 
10. I am looking for capable financial partners with whom I would like to start a long-term 



business.  (People should be reminded of this business every day - as well as of the Osram 
lightbulb .) 
 
11. Investors can participate in my patent exploitation with up to 74% - I propose a PATT in terms 
of voting rights;  THIS has only advantages for all parties.  Think the offer is more than fair! 
 
(This does NOT apply to AL Wifaq in credit business !) 
 

12. If interested;  we also have detailed INFO mails about ;  Refinery security pipelines +, AI robot 
security, castor security, battery security, art security, armament, - and we also build particularly 
secure front door locks with double locking and uncrackable locking cylinders WITHOUT a key - 
with our SAFE-TURN-SYSTEM. 
 
And don't forget when we come into the computer market, extreme security of hardware (hard 
drives, firewalls, cabinets, computers, rooms, etc.)! 
 
Let's just get to know each other without obligation.  My ready-to-sell prototypes in my hands 
have already convinced EVERYONE!  Yes, even safe surgeons could NOT open my system within 5 
days at the Security in Essen in August. 
 
We have neither keys, electronics, batteries nor an adapter.  THIS is our security!  I would be 
happy to show you the small/big miracle. 
 
Become "immortal" with me, let's put our locking system in front of people so that they can/must 
play with it every day.  The number of people is increasing and crime is increasing.  Exactly This is 
our market! 
 
I am looking for a capable partner ;  maybe YOU are one of those!? 
 
You can see me on my homepage in the video of my 5-minute speech at Security.  Here I 
presented the safest small safe in the world.  The audience only applauded at one of the many 
specialist lectures that day;  what do you think of WHO? 
 
Hope I made you curious !? 
 
On my homepage BELOW under MARKETS you can see just a few applications where we will be 
active worldwide in the future.  Please also look at information, here you can see everything about 
me, my patents and my goals in a nutshell! 
 
The most important !  Our revolutionary locking technology is timeless!  For the customer, the 
only decisive factor is - how much are criminals deterred from your project and their goal 
prevented!?  Only we are unique !! 
 
Hence our  GOLD MEDAL ... 
 
(Would you like to take a look at our central point, the SAFE CYLINDER, in the open state? ) 

 If YES, I have already emailed it to you as a PDF file! 


